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Norio IKENO (Nippon Sport Science University) 
 
The purpose of this study is to clarify the characteristics of qualitative research. It is one 
research method, through examining case study of research paper in social studies education, 
which is an area of subject pedagogy. This study clarified the characteristics that research 
procedures in both quantitative studies and qualitative studies have on research, as well as the 
characteristics imparted by the qualitative nature of data, which differs from quantitative study. 
 The following five points were addressed as the characteristics of qualitative  research. 
① Research procedures are the same for both quantitative and qualitative research. 
② Qualitative research clarifies the actual conditions of education. 
③ Qualitative research in the field of subject pedagogy is likely to target specific actual 
conditions of education; hence, it is likely to be individuated. 
④ Qualitative research that deals with qualitative data tends to descend into individual 
interpretation and manipulation by researchers, yet, on the other hand, it can also 
demonstrate originality in interpretation. 
⑤ Due to its emphasis on individuality, qualitative research can bring out the individual 
characteristics of education and demonstrate great support to each educational institution, 
educators and, sometimes, learners. 
 These five characteristics are generated by the results of a single qualitative research. In 
particular, the characteristic of ⑤ suggests that coherent countermeasures can be discovered and 
proposed for individual educational sites, schools, education, teachers and individual children.  
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1. 研究の内容と方法の独創性  
2. 論述の論理性  
















2012, p. 57, 2017, p.121, 参照）1)。またその主題
は，研究法を示している。とりわけ，量的研究よ
りも手続きが複雑である質的研究，近年社会科学
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表 1 岡田論文の構成と構造（筆者作成） 
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